Become a SNIA Technology Center Champion

Technology Center Champions are companies who donate* or loan products and services for SNIA programs to the SNIA Technology Center. Your contributions make a difference in the quality of services delivered by SNIA.

WHY BECOME A TECHNOLOGY CENTER CHAMPION?

• Your contributions provide the infrastructure and foundation for the SNIA’s development of technical standards, specifications, and SNIA testing technologies
• The SNIA Technology Center products are also utilized by SNIA’s many education and certification programs
• Technology Center Champions represent leaders in the storage industry, introducing and demonstrating the latest advancements in storage technology products to the hundreds of visitors to the Technology Center
• Technology Center Champions gain exposure as thought leaders committed to industry standards

CHAMPION BENEFITS

Your participation as a Technology Center Champion will provide the following benefits:

• Your company name listed as a SNIA Technology Center Champion on SNIA web site
• Article in SNIA Matters newsletter highlighting your contribution
• A complimentary exhibitor space at one SNIA Event for contributions valued over $50,000
• Complimentary use of meeting space at the SNIA Technology Center
• Logo branding during all events at the SNIA Technology Center
• Up to 4 complimentary registrations to attend any SNIA-produced event

CONTRIBUTIONS SOUGHT

• Network Firewall, Routers and Switches
• Laptops, Desktops and Rack-mountable Servers
• Fibre Channel Storage Arrays, HBA’s and Switches
• iSCSI Storage Arrays
• Network Monitoring and Storage Management Software
• Installation and Configuration Services
• Uninterruptable Power Supplies
• Operating Systems (Windows, Linux)

For a list of current equipment needs visit: www.snia.org/champions/equipment

*The SNIA is a registered 501(c)6 non-profit trade association. Consult a tax professional for guidance and tax advice.

Become a Technology Center Champion Today
Contact us at (719) 694-1380 or e-mail champions@snia.org to find out how to contribute your products or services.